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Don’t laugh! This is about to happen, and…it’s serious!
going to do it.

And here’s how they’re

Unless you've been living in a cave for the past 6 years you should know that the
big multinational corporations, the ‘mega-banks,’ and Wall Street have been
attempting to get Congress to turn over America’s patent system to them, which
will hurt American innovation, small inventors and small businesses. i For 6 years,
Congress has called witness after witness from Wall Street and the big multinational
corporations but virtually no independent inventors or 'small business' witnesses. ii
iii
Why, because with Congress’ help, if “Big Corporate America” can control
innovation, it will help them control America’s future, plain and simple.
By the way, if you have been living in a cave, Microsoft, IBM, Intel, MICRON and GE
have also been leaders among the multinationals shipping America’s jobs overseas;
iv
and Wall Street, which just helped cause the worst world-wide financial crisis
since the Great Depression v has been helping to finance them.
Except for providing more funding to the Patent Office, the legislation is pretty
much a ‘can of worms.’
But, if most of the legislation isn’t bad enough generally, using a clever little
‘undemocratic’ device called a ‘mangers amendment,’ Charles Shumer (D-NY), Jon
Kyl (R-AZ) and Patrick Leahy (D-VT) have slipped into the Senate-recently-passed,
‘so-called’ America Invents Act of 2011 (S.23), vi an innocuous little provision
(which I’m sure most of the other Senators didn’t even bother to read) Sec. 18 vii
which will make it extremely costly and virtually impossible for small inventors to
enforce patents for new “financial products and service” computer technology
against infringement by Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks.’

In order to promote America’s “progress” the Constitution viii encourages people to
disclose their good ideas – instead of keeping them secret - by giving inventors the
‘exclusive right’ to their ‘discoveries’ for a limited time. That’s what a patent is
supposed to do…promote America’s progress. That’s a really good idea.
Granting patents is one of the only democratic provisions in the Constitution
because anyone with a new idea can receive a patent, and maybe become rich.
But, it might be really, really bad for Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks’ if say some
little guy were to come up with an idea for a better ‘financial product and service.’
That could hurt the Wall Street’s and the mega-banks profits.
Under current law, there’s nothing stopping Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks’ from
coming up with their own “discoveries”. But they’re not satisfied with that. Instead
the big companies try to steal inventions from the little inventors! ix
That’s what Sec. 18 is all about; stopping the little guy with a new and innovative
‘financial product and service’ from ‘disrupting’ the profits of Wall Street and the
‘mega-banks.’
How’s one little section of some obscure patent law going to do that, you ask? By
making it unbelievably costly and virtually impossible to enforce a patent against
Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks;’ which by the way have endless financial
resources.
Patents are already subjected to a literally-endless series of costly reexamination
and legal attacks which deters America’s innovation and job growth; "...expensive
and lengthy interference proceedings that are often ineffective. Some have
estimated that the average cost of an interference proceeding is $600,000, which
can present a substantial barrier to smaller players…" [Emphasis supplied] x
And patents are then subject to endless legal attacks, each of which can cost from
$1, $5, $15 million or more in legal costs. And a series of recent court decisions
have made enforcement of patents even more costly and difficult. xi
We have already seen firsthand what Wall Street is capable of doing; destroying
America’s housing market, America’s jobs, and throwing the entire world economy
into a financial crisis. xii
As shown in the case of a little company called DataTreasury, the ‘mega-banks’ are
more than willing to steal $100s millions of innovative patented “financial product
and service” computer technology and tie a small inventor up in costly litigation for
years; xiii and when it looked like the banks might lose, believe it or not, the banks
even got Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL) to try to pass legislation to help them. xiv

And Sec. 18 makes matters worse. It will pretty much let the ‘mega-banks’ and
Wall Street tie up a little inventor in costly challenges…for the entire life of the
patent!
Think about the implications of giving Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks’ gaining
control over or stopping innovation in “financial products and services” on the
Internet.
Consider how the Internet has already radically changed other markets such as:
retailing xv stockbrokerage, xvi video rentals, xvii and the newspaper and publishing
industries xviii and real estate xix xx xxi xxii by making information more available,
cheaper and faster to the American public.
And now the ‘mega-banks’ and Wall Street want to stifle competition by preventing
others from competing with new and innovative ‘financial products and services.’
There are all kinds of possibilities; most of which nobody has even thought of yet.
Ideas to ‘stop predatory lending,’ to give borrowers more competitive rates on
credit cards and loans, or to budget their finances instantly while making purchases
so they don’t fall into debt.
Here’s just one example. There are about 4 million or about $800 billion worth of
homes for sale on the Internet today; xxiii and most of those homes will need a
mortgage. Don’t you think Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks’ will fight 'tooth-andnail' to prevent patents which would force lenders to give ‘accurate bids’ for those
mortgages in real-time while the buyer is looking at homes on the Internet? That
forced competition would erode their profits, or even totally dry up their mortgage
business.
The bottom line is that this Sec. 18, just like virtually all of this so-called Patent
Reform legislation, is bad for America. It’s time for Congress to start passing laws
to actually benefit the public, and stop helping ‘special interests’ like Wall Street
and the ‘mega-banks’ at the expense of America.
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S.23 "America Invents Act of 2011;"
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S.23 "America Invents Act; Sec. 18. Transitional program for covered business-method patents;"
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In particular, Sec. 18 (d) carves out special rules to protect Wall Street and the ‘mega-banks’ from disruptive
innovation: “…the term ‘’covered business method patent’’ means a patent that claims a method or corresponding
apparatus for performing data processing operations utilized in the practice, administration, or management of a
financial product or service,…”
Patents are already subject to endless reexaminations and litigation and shortly to PGR. Yet ‘financial products and
services’ will be subject to even greater costs and delays. Given the huge financial resources of these large
financial institutions there is clear opportunity for greater abuse of the new Sec. 18. Transitional program for
covered business-method patents (The Schumer/Kyl Amendment). In particular, Sec. 18 (b) (1) (D) provides in
part: "...may not assert either in a civil action...that a claim in a patent is invalid on any ground that the petitioner
raised during a transitional proceeding that resulted in a final written decision." Among other issues, the language
omits: "or could have raised" which opens up the possibility of malicious, serial challenges against the small
innovator and small businesses. There is also the likely unnecessary but costly delay caused by 18 (c) (2):
"...party may take an immediate interlocutory appeal from a district court’s decision under paragraph (1)."
What this boils down to is allowing infringers an opportunity to tie up inventors in a virtually endless series of costly
challenges to any ‘financial product or service’ patents using a computer.
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